How to get to the meeting

Address

Avantium N.V.
Zekeringstraat 29
1014 BV Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Get directions and show routes

The following link will bring you to Google Maps to find your route to the location of our Extraordinary General Meeting 2019: [click here.]

Route from Amsterdam Noord

A10 towards Amsterdam, take exit S102 'Amsterdam Sloterdijk', at the traffic lights turn left to the Transformatorweg, at the next traffic lights turn left again to the Kabelweg. At the roundabout take the first exit to the Zekeringstraat. Keep right on the road towards Avantium’s headquarters.

Route from Amsterdam Zuid

A10 towards Amsterdam, take exit S102 'Amsterdam Sloterdijk', at the traffic lights turn right to the Transformatorweg, at the next traffic lights turn left to the Kabelweg. At the roundabout take the first exit to the Zekeringstraat. Keep right on the road towards Avantium’s headquarters.

Route from The Hague/Rotterdam

A4 towards Amsterdam, take the exit to A10 – Ring West 'Leeuwarden / Zaanstad'. Take exit S102, 'Amsterdam Sloterdijk', at the traffic lights turn right to the Transformatorweg, at the next traffic lights turn left to the Kabelweg. At the roundabout take the first exit to the Zekeringstraat. Keep right on the road towards Avantium’s headquarters.

Route from Utrecht

A2 towards Amsterdam, take the exit to A10/E19 – Ring Zuid 'Schiphol'. Keep right on the road towards Amsterdam and take exit S102, 'Amsterdam Sloterdijk'. Take the exit to A10 – Ring West 'Leeuwarden / Zaanstad'. Take exit S102, 'Amsterdam Sloterdijk', at the traffic lights turn right to the Transformatorweg, at the next traffic lights turn left to the Kabelweg. At the roundabout take the first exit to the Zekeringstraat. Keep right on the road towards Avantium’s headquarters.

Contact Investor Relations

E-mail: InvestorRelations@avantium.com